Leusden, September 9, 2021
Dear reader,
The international MicroNanoConference is the MinacNed conference for and by members. We are
organizing this conference together with a group of members from both industry and science. These
enthusiastic volunteers bring their own background and network to set up a program for the
iMNC21.
From surveys we have taken after past iMNC events we have learned that participants see great
value in the networking opportunities at the iMNC. An online platform offers fewer networking
opportunities, therefore the organization has focused on an event in the Jaarbeurs, Utrecht.
With that in mind, this year’s iMNC21 location had been reserved, an international group of speakers
had been invited and a fantastic program was set up that addresses both technical themes and more
societal themes. However, for a successful event we not only need a well-organized and substantive
program, but above all we also need the commitment and support of participants and exhibitors.
In these times of great uncertainty due to the Covid-19 measures, it turns out to be extremely
difficult to get sufficient certainty in time to organize a conference with a large (international)
participation.
As a result, we saw two risks arising. There was a risk (due to insufficient participants and sponsors)
that the costs would be higher than the income. There was an equally great risk for participants and
for exhibitors who invest in an event that would not offer sufficient networking opportunities to
achieve the objectives. As MinacNed and the entire team organizing the iMNC21, we must avoid
these risks. That is why the MinacNed board has unfortunately had to decide to cancel the iMNC21
conference this year.
The board of MinacNed would like to thank all members, OC and PC committee members and all
those involved who have already committed themselves to the preparations for their contributions
and also apologize because these preparations will unfortunately not lead to the iMNC21.
The team is currently working out whether the lecture program that has been put together for
iMNC21 can be presented in a different way. This could be organized either in small local events or
online. It is not yet clear in what form and on what dates these events will take place. We will keep
you informed.
If you have any questions about this, please contact Aurélie Veltema via 06 82 527 912 or by email
a.veltema@minacned.nl. Also, we invite you to share your thoughts and suggestions for the iMNC
and other MincNed events with us.
On behalf of the MinacNed board, the MinacNed team and the committees of iMNC21.
With kind regards,
Frank van de Scheur, voorzitter bestuur MinacNed
Aurélie Veltema, project manager MinacNed

